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nature &
fair fashion...
the brand motto!

We prove that modernity, sustainability and 
zeitgeist do go together. The                       collection 
combines beautiful, high-quality natural materials. 
Producing a relaxed, sporty, trendy casualness and 
modern femininity to create a contemporary urban look. 
Color combinations harmonized with unique 
prints and high-quality materials define the 
collection and ensure an incomparable feel-
good factor and relaxed wearing comfort.
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jan
uary

pastel
power

This modern, urban theme creates a positive spring mood 
with its bright pastel color shades. Powdery pink, subtile 
mauve and fresh pistachio define the look. The styles 
are versatiles to combine using the neutrals offwhite 
and silver. The matching colors and print pattern mix 
of abstract rose blossoms and geometric retro motifs 
provide excitement and the necessary modernity. 

The dresses and blouses are created to give a 
feminine feeling, also creating a great, sporty look 
with jogpants and blazers with hoodies. Especially 
the material mix of sweatshirt jersey and printed 
cotton poplin makes the look casual and cool. 

In this theme we offer a versatile knitwear assortment 
of chunky, trendy coarse knit, as well as casual fine knit 
styles made of our popular „GOTS“ certified cotton/
cashmere blend and a noble linen yarn. Sweaters 
made of cotton in innovative color gradient are 
absolute highlights and underline our knitting know-
how. Sporty hoodies, jackets with textured optics and 
casual fine knits made of natural yarns are the ideal 
complement and are harmoniously matched in color.
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Hoodie 753-21431
Blouse 760-21501
Trousers 759-21490

Sweater 753-21433
Blouse 760-21501
Trousers 759-21490

Sweater 751-21411
Trousers 759-21490

Hoodie 750-21402
Sweater 754-21442
Trousers 759-21492
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Dress 760-21500

Hoodie 750-21402
Blouse 762-21522
Trousers 759-21492

Cardigan 752-21420
Dress 762-21521

Cardigan 754-21441
Dress 762-21520
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Sweater 751-21410
Trousers 759-21492

Sweater 753-21433
Blouse 760-21501
Trousers 759-21490

Jacket 759-21491
Blouse 760-21501
Trousers 759-21492
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feb
ruary

pretty
in pink

A theme of contrasts: casual, sporty shapes and 
materials meet feminine floral prints, ethnic motifs 
and transparent, flowing qualities. The feminine/
sporty theme looks wonderfully summery thanks to 
the light & breezy materials and the vibrant colors 
of hibiscus, soft pink, fresh white and neutral sand. 
A flash created by color accents in mandarin. 

Designed for feminine shapes, we present a typical            
abcdegdhdfpatch print on flowing crêpe 
georgette with ethnic/bohemian elements and 
blossoms. Swinging crêpe viscose in pure summery 
white and structural elements as well as rosé 
striped linen underline the fashionable femininity. 

We have worked the trendy, ethnic-inspired print 
motifs into a range of qualities and shapes. Lovely 
details such as tucks, twill ribbons, hemstitching 
and braided cords give the styles a special touch. 
Colored in neutral sand, coarsely woven linen, 
casual jogpants and a cool maxi vest with hoodie 
provide the necessary sportiness in this theme. 

The overall statement is urban, casual, yet feminine. 
Fashionable fine knit and T-Shirt styles are generously, 
oversized cut and underline the relaxed, easy look. 
Chunky linen knits, innovative structures as well as fine 
knit stripes provide perfect combination possibilities.
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Cardigan 767-21571
Dress 774-21641

Sweater 767-21572
Skirt 771-21610

Sweater 767-21570
Blouse 775-21650
Trousers 772-21620

Dress 773-21630
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Cardigan 764-21540
Dress 775-21651

Vest 772-21621
Sweater 766-21561 
Trousers 777-21670

Sweater 768-21581
Trousers 772-21620
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Vest 772-21621
Sweater 766-21561
Trousers 777-21670

Dress 775-21651

Jacket 776-21660
Blouse 771-21612
Trousers 777-21670
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ma
rch

water
colors

Inspired by the fresh colors of exotic tropical 
islands, this theme conveys a relaxed vacation 
feeling with modern and urban elements and 
innovative prints. Ocean turquoise, crisp white, 
bright indigo, bleached denim blue and navy 
dominate this theme inspired by shells, beach and 
sea. Feminine styles are mixed with casual sportiness. 

Ethnic geometric patterns, subtle embroidery and 
paisleys create a fashionable Bohemian feeling. 
Linen dresses and tunics printed with shells and 
coral motifs are perfect vacation companions but 
also suitable for daily life. The silk/cotton dresses 
and blouses are designed in feminine boho 
styles which are summery, breezy and flowing. 
Delicate embroideries, linen in fresh 
stripes and casual, soft, washed denim 
looks are combined for perfect harmony. 

The knitwear and T-Shirt styles in high-quality, 
natural yarns such as linen and cotton/silk blends 
are also sporty and relaxed. Flowing cardigans, 
boxy, summery shapes, striped shirts and pullovers 
in fine gauge are complemented by chunky knits.       
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Dress 793-21830

Dress 793-21831

Dress 792-21821
Dress 792-21821
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Dress 789-21791 Sweater 778-21683
Trousers 788-21780

Blouse 789-21790
Trousers 791-21810
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Blouse 792-21822
Trousers 787-21770

Jacket 787-21771
Blouse 790-21800
Trousers 791-21810

Cardigan 778-21680
T-Shirt 785-21754
Trousers 787-21770

Dress 790-21801
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ap
ril

jungle
fever

Jungle Fever reminds of the tropical atmosphere of 
jungles and rain forests, both by its colorfulness and 
by the print motifs with exotic plants and abstracted 
animal skins. Graphic ethnic designs and leaves 
are printed on casual woven and jersey linen. 

Summery, natural qualities like cotton batiste, 
linen, structured viscose and bark crêpe dominate 
the sophisticated, but easy high summer look. An 
absolute eye-catcher is a beautiful, innovative print 
with a mix of abstracted animal motifs and tropical 
leaves. A multitude of loving, intricate details, 
such as braided waistbands, hoods on dresses, 
ruffled necklines and voluminous sleeve shapes 
give the designs in this theme that certain attitude. 

Casual, lightweight knits complete the look. 
Additionally, we show a variety of fashionable shirts, 
both with allover and placed motifs and stripes. 
Individual front prints, as well as graphic designs, take 
up the jungle theme and round off the summery look. 
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Blouse 801-21910
Trousers 799-21890

Dress 802-21920

Dress 798-21882
T-Shirt 797-21873
Skirt 798-21881
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Dress 800-21901

Top 795-21850

Blouse 800-21900
Trousers 799-21890

Dress 804-21941
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Dress 803-21931 Dress 797-21874

Dress 798-21882
Trousers 799-21890
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Nature, Fashion & Fair... the maxim of                       !                                    
These  guiding  principles  are  firmly  anchored  in  how  we  see  ourselves,  
how  we behave towards people and how we live our brand day after 
day. And without losing sight of our focus on sustainability and ecology.  

Sustainability & Responsibility... the focus of our brand! 
We are aware of our social responsibility towards our environment, animals 
and fair working conditions, and towards the people we work with every day 
and have been working with for many years.  For us, fairness and respect are 
matters close to our hearts. That’s why we work painstakingly and very closely 
with our responsible partners around the world in an effort to do our part. 

We see the issue of sustainability as an ongoing process. Our work on this 
important issue is based on our values. For us, sustainability today is in harmony 
with fashion trends, beautiful worlds of color and our feminine, wearable fashion.

                              ...works with high-quality natural materials.

Global Organic Textile Standard (GOTS)
                       / Senatex GmbH is GOTS certified. 
Certificate No: CU1057405

PETA – Approved Vegan
                       offers PETA – Approved Vegan – Products. 

PLANT-MY-TREE
                       is partner of PLANT-MY-TREE and has planted already  
800 trees with her customers in Harz and coastal region in Germany.

IVN
                       is a member of IVN, 
the International Association of Natural Textile Industry.
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COSTUMER SERVICE
SALES GERMANY SALES INTERNATIONAL

CUSTOMER SERVICE
SALES GERMANY SALES INTERNATIONAL

SHOWROOMS ADDRESS CONTACT DETAILS AREA

Modeagentur  
Nicole Richter 
Nicole Richter

Fashionparc Dreilinden
Heinrich-Hertz-Strasse 1B
D-14532 Kleinmachnow

Phone: +49 (0) 33203 33 93 10
Fax:      +49 (0) 33203 33 93 20
E-Mail:   n.richter@richter-mode.de
Web:    www.richter-mode.de

Mecklenburg-Vor-
pommern, Branden-
burg, Berlin, Sachsen, 
Sachsen-Anhalt, 
Thüringen

Modeagentur  
Philip H. Goodhew 
Philip H. Goodhew

Modezentrum Hamburg
Haus B, Raum 441
Modering 1
D-22457 Hamburg

Mobile: +49 (0) 176 612 494 41
E-Mail:  goodhew@freenet.de

Niedersachsen,  
Schleswig-Holstein,                              
Hamburg, Bremen

Modeagentur  
Susan-Lee Dreier
Susan-Lee Dreier

Derendorfer Allee 12
Halle 30
Eingang C, Raum 1.07
D-40476 Düsseldorf

Phone: +49 (0) 211 469 580 35 
Mobile: +49 (0) 172 405 81 01
Fax:      +49 (0) 211 469 580 36
E-Mail:  susan-lee.dreier@gmx.de
Web: www.modeagentur-susan-lee-dreier.de

Nordrhein Westfalen

Christiane Bohres  
Modeklarheit
Christiane Bohres

Haus der Mode, Turm 
7. OG, Raum 750
Frankfurter Straße 70-72
D-65760 Eschborn

Phone: +49 (0) 6196 43 511
Mobile: +49 (0) 174 346 69 31 
Fax:      +49 (0) 6196 482 422
E-Mail:  christiane.bohres@modeklarheit.de
Web:    www.modeklarheit.de

Hessen, Saarland,
Rheinland-Pfalz

Modeagentur   
Mona Wuschech
Mona Wuschech

Freudenberger Haus
Karl-Weinmair-Str. 5
D-80807 München

Phone: +49 (0) 89 356 538 12
Mobile: +49 (0) 172 271 73 77
Fax:      +49 (0) 89 350 407 19
E-Mail:  mona@agentur-wuschech.de
Web:    www.modeagentur-wuschech.de

Bayern

perfect details -  
Modeagentur Reiner Renz
Reiner Renz &  
Daniela Wende

Euro Fashion Center
Raum 204
Mahdentalstr. 100
D-71065 Sindelfingen

Phone: +49 (0) 7031 792 190
Mobile: +49 (0) 160 905 126 58
Fax:      +49 (0) 7031 792 191
E-Mail:  reiner@perfect-details.de
Web:    www.perfect-details.de

Baden-Württemberg

SHOWROOMS ADDRESS CONTACT DETAILS AREA

Eigner Textilagentur
Roswitha Eigner

Brandboxx Salzburg 
1. OG / Raum C1
Moosfeldstr. 1
A-5101 Bergheim

Mobile: +43 (0) 664 432 35 99
E-Mail:   office@eignertextilagentur.at
Web:     www.eignertextilagentur.at

Austria

GOODBRANDZ
Michel Smit

C-Bèta hoeve 
Rijnlanderweg 916
NL-2132 MN Hoofddorp

Phone: +31 (0) 20 210 01 34 
Mobile: +31 (0) 655 717 085
E-Mail:   info@goodbrandz.nl
Web:     www.goodbrandz.nl

Netherlands

Amanda Knights Fashion 
Agencies Ltd
Amanda Booth

338 East Lancashire Road
Swinton
UK-Manchester M27 0LJ

Phone: +44 (0) 7801 979 682 
Mobile: +44 (0) 161 236 44 55
E-Mail:   sales@knightsfashion.co.uk
Web:     www.knightsfashionagency.co.uk

UK

PS Trade
Pietro Salvetti

Industriestr. 57
CH-8152 Glattbrugg

Phone: +41 (0)44 811 90 20
Mobile: +41 (0) 79 204 81 39
E-Mail:  pietro@pstrade.ch
Web:    www.pstrade.ch

Switzerland
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Senatex GmbH
Am Pferdemarkt 61 B
30853 Langenhagen
+49 (0) 511 - 899 593 - 0
+49 (0) 511 - 899 593 - 10
info@eve-in-paradise.de
www.eve-in-paradise.de
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